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Optimal trajectory planning problems are often formulated as constrained variational problems. In general, solutions to variational problems are determined by
appropriately discretizing the underlying objective functional and solving the resulting
nonlinear differential equation(s) and/or nonlinear programming problem(s) numerically. These general solution techniques often require a significant amount of time
to be computed, and therefore are of limited value when optimal trajectories need to
be frequently computed and/or re-computed. In this paper, a realistic class of optimal trajectory planning problems is defined for which the existence of fast numerical
solution techniques are demonstrated. To illustrate the practicality of this class of
trajectory planning problems a.nd t8heproposed solution techniques, three optimal trajectory planning problems for spray coating a,pplications are formulated and solved.
Based on the proposed discretization technique, it is shown that these problems can be
reduced to either a linear progranl or a qua,dratic program, which are readily solved. In
leads to nonconcontrast, using the standard discretization of these problems genera.11~
vex nonlinear programming problems that require a significant a.mount of computation
to arrive at a (possibly) locally optimal solution.

This paper addresses solution techniques for a class of trajectory planning problems
that arise in manufacturing applications. The discussion is motivated by a particular
problem in spray coating applications, where the objective is t o determine the optimal
time profile for a spray coating applicator that is constrained to traverse a specified
spatial path.
In large-scale production lines, spray coating applicators are attached to robotic
manipulators that move the applicator around the surface to be coated. Experienced
operators of such systems can often provide good choices for the spatial path of the
robot's end-effector. An operator typically "teaches" the robot a desired spatial path by
moving the end-effector around the part to be coated while the robot's control computer
records position and orientation information [12]. A less intuitive issue (than selecting
effective spatial paths) is to decide how to traverse a given spatial path temporally
(i.e., with respect to time). In general, the accumulated film thickness of a target area
is proportional to the amount of time spent spraying the area. Therefore, moving the
applicator more slowly over certain regions may be called for if the spatial path is such
that there is very little accumulation contributed to the area by other positions on
the path. There can be trade-offs between achieving uniform coatings and minimizing
wasted paint, especially when traversing near the edges of a part. Studies into these
types of problems have been conducted in the past [l,3, 111.
The studies in [I, 31 discuss general methods that are applicable for automatically
determining both the spatial and temporal componeilts of the applicator's trajectory
using nonlinear progra.mming methods. In the present paper, the focus is on determining the optimal time profile of an applicator that is constrained to traverse a specified
spatial path. Although the "time and space" formulations of the past (i.e., [I, 31) can

be applied t o the restricted problem of finding the optimal time profile for traversing
a specified spatial path, they still generally result in nonlinear (and nonconvex) programming problems. In contrast, an alternate formulation is proposed here for the
restricted problem that results in either linear or quadratic programming problems,
depending on the specific objective function assumed.
It is assumed that the positions along a spatial path are characterized by a continuous vector function p(X), where the elements of p(X) define the coordinates of the
applicator as a function of the sca.lar parameter A. It is further assumed that the
spatial path is parameterized by arc length, which means that a unit change in the
parameterizing variable X results in a unit change in curve length along the path [2].
For this type of parameterization, X E [0, L], where L is the total length of the path.
To model the motion of the applicator along a parameterized path during a time interval [0, TI, the scalar quantity X is replaced by a scalar function of time $(t), where

$ : [0, TI + [0, L]. Therefore, the position of the applicator at a given instant of time
t is specified by p ($(t)). The function $I(t) is referred t o as the time profile of the
applicator.
In general path planning problems, the objective is to determine p ($(t)), i.e., both
p ( - ) and $(.), t o optimize a given performance index. Such problems are typically
formulated as constrained variational problems, where the objective is to minimize the
cost functional that depends on p ($(t)). In this paper, the spatial path is assumed to
be given, therefore, the oilly unknown within the cost functional is the scalar function
$I(t).
The cost functional and any constraint functionals for spray coating are typically
associated with one or more process performance metrics such as painting time, variation in film thickness, average film thickness, expended paint, and transfer efficiency.
When the spatial path is specified, the problem is to determine the function

$(t) to

satisfy the performance constraints and optimize a specified performance index associated with the cost functional. The followiilg optiinizatioil problems are considered in
this paper: (1) minimize painting time subject to achieving a specified average thickness; (2) minimize variation in film thickness subject t o achieving a specified average
thickness, and (3) minimize variation in film thickness subject to achieving a specified
average thickness and an upper bound on painting time. Although the paper addresses
methods for these specific problems, the framework developed can also be applied to
other performance objectives.
The remainder of the paper is organized jn the followjng manner. Section I1 outlines
some basic assumptions and definitions, and expressions for film thickness (for each
surface point), average film thickness, and the va,riation in film thickness are derived.
In Section 111, two different approximate expressions are developed for the film thickness
function. The first expression, called the standard approximation, has been used in
the past (e.g., [I, 111). The second expression, called the alternate approximation,
is the key to formulating the proposed methods for solving the three optimization
problems under consideration. Each of the three optimization problems are formulated
using both approximations in Section IV. It is shown that the standard approximation
generally leads t o nonlinear programming problems, while the alternate approximation
yields linear or quadratic programming problems. Section V includes numerical studies
t o illustrate the computational advantages of the proposed alternate formulation over
the standard formulations for the three optimization problems.

11. BASIC A SSUMPTIONS

AND

D EFINITIONS

The surface to be coated is defined by a set of points S

c R 3.

The set of points

along the parameterized spatial path p(X) (which defines the positions at which the

applicator is constrained t o be located) is defined by

Ap = {a : a = p(X), X E [0, L]).

It is assumed that the orientation of the applicator is specified for each point in this set.

A typical specification in spray coating is to orient the applicator normal to the surface
that is to be coated.

A

mapping,

f

:

S x Ap

+

R+ is

assumed, which defines the

rate of film accumulation at each surface point s E S for each possible location of the
applicator a f

Ap. Therefore, f (s, p ($(t))) represents the rate of film accumulation

for each surface point s f S a t time t , where the applicator traverses the parameterized
spatial path according to p (+(t)), and $ : [0, TI + [0, L].
The film thickness (for each surfa.ce point s) accumulated over the time period
[0, TI is denoted by F (s, p(.), $I(-), T) and is obtained by integrating the assumed film
accumulation rate function over the time period [0, TI:

Thus, there are three parameters that affect the accumulated film thickness at each
point: the parameterized spatial path, p(.); the time profile for traversing the spatial
path,

+(a);

and painting time, T. More genera,l models could include the effect of other

parameters such as shaping air pressure and paint flow rate [9]. This paper, however,
does not discuss the control of these types of para.meters because they are generally
difficult and/or impractical to accurately control (i.e., vary) over time.
The basic assumption made here is that, for a given a set of distinct positions
of the applicator along a specified pa.th, the correspoilding film accumulation rate at
the surface points (characterized by the ma,pping f) is known. This mapping can be
based on theoretical models and/or be derived from empirical data collected through
off-line experimentation. For example, film thickness measurements could be taken
after spraying paint for a small (and known) amount of time from ea.ch point along the
spatial path. (Both wet- a.nd dry-film gauges ca,n be used to measure film thickness;

for a detailed description of such devices, refer to 1121.)
Two important measures of quality that are used in the optimization problems
considered in this paper are: (1) the average film thickness and (2) the variation in
film thickness over the surface. These quantities, which cha.ra.cterizethe deposition of
paint over a surface, depend on the film thickness function given in Equation 1.
The average film thickness a.cc,umulated over a surface is defined by the total volume of paint deposited on the surface divided by the area of the surface. Therefore,
the formula for average film thickness, denoted by G (p(.),

$(a),

T), is obtained by in-

tegrating the expression for film thickness over the entire surface and dividing by the
area of the surface:

where,

As =

Is

ds.

(3)

The variation in film thickness, defined as the total mean squared error between the
actual thickness and the average thickness, is a measure of uniformity of the coating.
Therefore, the formula for the variation in film thickness, denoted by V (p(-),$(.), T),
is obtained by integmting the squa,red difference between the actual and the average
thickness over the entire surface and dividing the area of the surface:

The expression for film thickness (Equation 1) appears in both of these performance
indicators (Equations 2 and 4). In optimization problems where the objective and/or
constraints are based on expressions such a.s these, which depend on the film thickness
function, determining an appropriate representation for the film thickness function in
terms of $(-) is important. This issue is studied in the next section.

111. A PPROXIMATE E XPRESSIONS

FOR THE

F ILM T HICKNESS F UNCTION

One difficulty in solving optimization problems involving the film thickness function
is due to the fact that, in many cases, analytical expressions for the film thickness
function (in terms of $(t)) are either not possible to compute or difficult to determine.
Computing the film thickness function involves the integration of the film accumulation
rate function f (s, p ($(t))), and this film accumulation rate function is typically a
nonlinear function of $(.). An example of such a function is the bivariate Cauchy
function, considered in [I].
By approximating the film thickness function using an appropriate discretization
technique, the given variational problem in $(.) reduces to a finite dimensional optimization problem. A standard discrete approximation for the film thickness function
is outlined in the next subsection. An alternate approach is then derived in Subsection

1II.B. The standard approach results in an expression that is nonlinear with respect to
the associated discrete variables, while the alternate expression is linear with respect
to it's discrete set of variables. The 1inea.rityof the alternate expression for film thickness enables the corresponding expressions for average thickness and variation in film
thickness to be expressed as linear and quadratic functions, respectively.

A. A Standard Approximation
The time profile function $(.) can be approximated with a piecewise constant
function. The time interva,l [0, TI is divided into N sub-intervals, where each subinterval is of width A = T I N . A box-car function bi(t) is defined over the i-th subinterval, i = 1,2, -. . , N , as follows:
bi(t) =

{

1 if t E [(i - l ) A , in]
0 otherwise.

The value of the function $(t) at the center of each sub-interval is evaluated. These
values are denoted by d l , $72,--

, GN. The function $(t)

is approximated by a function

&t), defined as
N

G(t) =

C di4(t) = d(t),
i=l

where G(t) represents a piecewise consta,nt approximation to the function $(t). Let
the N sampled values of the function be grouped into a vector V =

[dl,d2, . . , dN]',

where the prime denotes transpose. Substituting the expression for G(t) into Equation

1 (in place of $(t)), the expression for the film thickness function is approximated by
the following equation:
P ( s , P(.), Q , T ) = A

C f (s,P (di))

'3

F ( s , P(.), d(.),T) -

(7)

i=l

Using this approximate expression for the film thickness function, the average thickness
function G (p(.),$(.), T) can be approximated as

With the approximations for the film thickness and avera.gefilm thickness functions,
the variation in film thickness can he approximated similarly.

First, note that an

equivalent general expression for the variation in film thickness of Equation 4 is

Thus, the approximation for the variation in film thickness is written as
2

N
(

7 7

TI =

(A

i=l

f(

P(

i ) )

s -

(/As ;=,51f

2

(s, P

(ri))ds)

Equations 7, 8, and 10 are nonlinear expressioils in the vector of variables 9 ,
which represent approximations to the film thickness function, the a.verage thickness

function, and the variation in film thickness, respectively. Therefore, a variational
problem in +(.) involving any of these quantities can be reduced to a finite dimensional
optimization problem in Q. Such finite dimensional optimization problems can be
solved by nonlinear ~ r o g r a m m i n gmethods.

B. An Alternate Approximation
To reduce the complexity of computation generally associated with solving the
nonlinear programming prohlems generated by the formulation of the previous subsection, an alternate formula.tion is developed for approxima.ting the functions for film
thickness, average thickness, a,nd va,ria.tion in film thickness. The proposed formulation is based on utilizing a.n alternate discretization of the time profile function. In
this alternate approach, a finite number of evenly spaced points along the spatial path
are considered and the amount of time spent at each of these spatial points are used
as variables. This is in contrast to the discretization used in t h e previous subsection in
which a finite number of evenly-spaced time instances a.re considered and the spatial
positions for each of these time insta.nts a.re used as varia.bles. As shown in Figure 1, it
is c1ea.r that if the time profile functioil +(.) is monotone, then the two discretization
methods approa.ch equiva.lence a.s the number of discrete sa.inple points used by each
approach is increased.
The alternate approa.ch (Figure l ( b ) ) requires that +(.) be monotone in order t o
be well-defined, while the standard approa,ch of the previous subsection is applicable
for arbitrary +(-). From this observation, it would appea.r that the proposed alternate
approach is not as general as the standard approach, because it can represent only
monotone choices for $(-). However, a theorem is presented below that proves that
for every time profile $(.), there exists a corresponding monotone time profile

4(.)
for

which the resulting film thickness functions generated by these two time profiles are

identical. Thus, the theorem proves that it is sufficient to consider only monotone time
profile functions, which implies that the proposed alternate discretization scheme can
be employed without loss of generality. The advantage of the proposed approach is
that the approximate expressions for the avera.ge thickness function and the variation
in film thickness reduce to linear and quadratic expressions, respectively.

Theorem 1: Given a spatial path parameterization p(.), for every continuously
differentiable time profile function $(.),

II, : [O,T] + [0, L],

there exists a monotone

time profile function 4 ( t ) such that

Proof: A key property of a monotoile time profile function 4 ( t ) is that it is invertible
(i.e.,

$-I(.)

exists). Using a change of variables X = 4 ( t ) enables the integration over

time of Equation 1 to be replaced with an equivalent integral over space:

To prove the assertion of the theorem, the case of a non-monotone time profile
function having two extreme points is analyzed. The case of having more than two
extreme points follows by induction.
Consider the non-monotone time profile function shown in Figure 2. Although the
function is not monotone over the entire interval [O,T],the function is monotone in
each of the segments [O, tl], [tl, tz], a,nd [t2, TI. Let
and $3(t) =

$1

(t) = $[o,t,l(t), $2( t ) =

$[t,,t21

(t),

denote the function $(t) over the respective intervals. Each

of these functions is monotone and hence invertible. Based on these three intervals,
expressions for the film thickness function of Equation 1 can be written as

F (s,P(.), $ ( . ) , T )= J ot l f (s, p ( i l ( t ) ) ) ( i t + l r f (s, ~ ( $ ~ ( t )(it+
))

jT f (s,p ( ~ j ~ ~ (dt.t ) ) )
t2

(13)

Because each function $l(t), G2(t), and G3(t) is monotone, the three integrals over time
can be replaced with three spatial integrals by applying Equation 12:

Rearranging the limits of integration into three non-overlapping intervals in the variable

A, the above equation can be written as

Define the function

d4-'

X

in the following nmnner:

(3p)
dX

for X E (0, X2)

(v w)
(v)
-

+

for ,,j E (,.j2,A,)

for X E (A1, L).

Because

d+-'
X
1
is non-negative for
dX

all A E [0, L], $-'(A)

$(t) is monotone in the interval [0, TI.

( 16)

is monotone, which implies
w

Theorem 1 provides the justification for the proposed alternate formulation. Because every non-monotone time profile ha.s a corresponding monotone time profile tha.t
generates the same film thickness function, the search spa.ce for any associated optimization problem ca.n be reduced to the set of monotone time profile functions. As a
result, Equation 12 can be used to represent all possible film thickness functions using monotone time profiles, as opposed to Equation 1, which represents film thickness
functions for arbitrary time profiles.

Instead of directly searching for the function G(t) as required by Equation 1, the
formulation of Equation 12 is based on determining a monotone function $-'(A).
is done by searching for an appropriate functioil
that $-'(A)

and $(t) are monotone). Denoting

This

that is positive (which ensures
d$-'

X

by v(X), Equation 12 can be

rewritten as

To approximate the integral of Equation 17, the spatial interval [0, L] is divided into

N sub-intervals, where each sub-interval is of width S = L I N . The box-car function
b;(X) (as defined in Equation 5) is used to define an approximate representation for

where v; denotes the value of the fuilctioil v(-) in the center of the i-th spatial subinterval along the path. As the spa.tia1 pa,th is also a function of A, a similar approximation for the function p(X) is defined by

where the terms pi = p ( ( i - l ) S

+ 612) a,re known because the spatial path

p(.) is

assumed to be given. Thus, the altel-na.teespression for the film thickness function in
Equation 17 can be approximated using this discretized representation as

The quantity Sv; represents the time spent by the applicator in the i-th spatial subinterval. This is because the values of v; represent the reciprocal of the applicator's

!@
=l)
and S is the width of
speed over the i-th spatial sub-interval (v(X) = &
dx
each spatial sub-interval. Denoting the qua.ntity Sv; by

T;,

the alternate expression for

the film thickness function is given by

where

I' =

[rl,7 2 ,

- . . , TNll represents the vector of discrete variables for the alternate

approximation. The subscript "a" is used to distinguish this alternate expression from
the standard approximation of Equation 7.

A comparison of Equations 7 and 21 illustrates the simplification that results from
the alternate formulation. In Equation 7 (i.e., the standard approximation for the film
thickness function), the quantity f (s, p(Gi)) is unknown, beca.use it depends on the
discrete variables

G;,

which are to he determined. In contra.st, in the alternate ap-

proximation of the film thickness function (Equa.tion 21), the corresponding quantity,

f (s,p;), is known because each spatial point pi, is known from the given parameterization of the path. The unknown va.riables in Equation 21 are the 7;'s. Therefore,
the alternate expression for the fill11 thickness function is a linear function of these
variables. Using the alternate expression for the film thickness function in Equation
21, t h e associated average thickness function is approximated as

By defining g; =

& Isf (s,p;)ds, and denotiilg the vector of all gi's by g = [gl, 92, - . , 9N]1,

the approximate avera.ge thickness functioil can be expressed as

where the 9;'s are constant coefficients.
Similarly, the variation in film thickness, V (p(.), G(.), T), as expressed in Equation

9, can be approximated as

Note that the alternate expressioil for the variation in film thickness is a quadratic
expression in the T;'s, in contrast t o the generally llonliilear representation of Equation
10.

IV. T HREE O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEMS
T h e three optimization problems discussed in Section 1 are now formulated based
on the standard and alternate approxiillations for film thickness, average thickness,
and variation in film thickness developed in the previous section. T h e optimization
problems considered are: (1) minimize painting time subject to achieving a specified
average thickness; (2) minimize variation in film thickness subject to achieving a specified average thickness, and (3) minimize variation in film thicklless subject to achieving
a specified average thickness and an upper bound on painting time. Because achieving
a specified average thickness is a coinmoil constraint, the three problems are referred
to as minimum painting time, minimum variation, and time constrained minimum
variation problems, respectively.

A. The Minimum Painting Time Problem
A.1 Standard Formulation
Given a parameterized spatial path p(.), and an associated film accumulation rate
function characterized by the ma'pping f , the objective of the minimum painting time
problem is t o minimize the time T requised to achieve a specified average thickness

H over t h e given surface. Using the standard approximation, T = N A , therefore the
problem is formulated as
min
[*I ,*2

s ~ ~ b j e to
ct

,...!+NI

{NA)

(p(.), 9, NA) = H

and

< $I; < L,

0

Vi.

(27)

Applying Equation 8, the equality constraint is eliminated by expressing A in terms
of the variables [$I1, $4,. . . , $ I N ] as follows:

Thus, the problem of determining the minimum painting time reduces to determining
$Ii's such that A is minimized, which is represented as the following optimization:
min
[ h . h t . . . t * ~ ]

{ & xzl&

NH
f (sjp($i)) ds
05

subject to

$i

< L,

Vi.

(30)

This problem is a constrained nonlinear programming problem.
A.2 Alternate Formulation
In contrast to the above, suppose tha.t the alternate approximation to the average
thickness function is used (Equation 23). As the sum of the associated unknown
variables (the 7;'s) represents the tota.1 painting time T , the problem in this framework
is formulated as

subject to

G, (p(.),r,T ) = H

and

T;

>_ 0,

Vz.

(32)
(33)

Expressing the average thickness function in terms of Equation 23, the minimum painting time problem becomes a standard linear progra.mming problem:
min{llI')

r

g'r= H
and r >_ 0,

subject to

where 1 = [l,1, - .. ,I]'.
Unlike general linear programs that are usually solved using simplex methods,
a simple closed-form solution can be formulated to the above problem. Suppose the
maximum of the elements of the vector g is at the q-th index, then the average thickness
constraint can be rewritten as

The value for

in the cost function (Equations 31 and 34) can be substituted by

Equation 37. Thus the painting time is represented as

Observe that the equation for the total time is a sum of non-negative quantities, and
thus t h e minimum cannot be less tha.n zero. Thus, the solution is writt,en as

The physical implication of this solution is to ha.ve the applicator spray the surface from
one point, until the specified average thickness H is reached. Though this solution is
unrealistic in terms of a.n a.ctua1 implementation, the a,bsolute minimum time necessary
to achieve a specified avera.ge thickness is determined. This provides the lowest possible
time bound for the time constrained minilnuin variation problem.

B. The Minimum Variation Probdem
Given a parameterized spa,tial pa.th p ( . ) , and an associated film accumulation rate
function characterized by the ma.pping f , the objective of the minimum variation problem is t o determine the time profile that causes the variation in film thickness to be
minimized, subject to achieving a. specified avemge thickness H over the given surface.

B . l Standard Formulation
With the standard approximation to the average thickness and the film thickness
equations, the problem is formulated as
min

[d'l td'2 ,"'?d'NI

subject to
and

{P (P(-1, Q, T I }

G ( p ( . ) ,Q , T ) = H
0 _< $;

5 L, V i .

Substituting the standard approximations for variation in film thickness (Equation

10) and average film thickness (Equa.tion 8) in the a,bove formulation, the problem is
expressed as

subject to

A
As

N

f (s, p(+i)) ds = H

and

which is a nonlinear program in

(45)

;=I

0

i

(46)

a.

B.2 Alternate Formulation
Using the alternate approximations for the average thickness and variation in film
thickness (Equations 23 and 24), the miililnum variation problem can be expressed as
a quadratic program in

.'I

The problem is now posed as

subject to

6, ( p ( - ) ,I',T) = H

(48)

Vi.

(49)

and

r;>0,

For convenience of notation, define a matrix P , such that the [ i ,j]-th element of P is
given by

Using this notation to express the objective function, the problem is expressed as
9n{riprsubject to

rrggiI'},
g'r = H

and

I? 2 0.

T h e two constraints that are inlposecl on the solutions are the average thickness
equality constraint and the constra.iilt that the time values are positive. These can be
written in the form of a single vector inequality given as

Ii

e

where INdenotes the identity matrix. The constrained problem is written as a quadratic
program in the following form:

{ r (-~gg')I"}
subject to Ir'r > e .
min

r

This is a quadratic program in

that caa he solved by standard quadratic programming

routines. The conditioil for the solvability of this progra,m to a global ol~tiinumis that
the cost function should at least be positive semi-definite [lo]. As the cost function in
this case is the variation in film thickness (which is always non-negative), the matrix

P - gg' is at least positive semi-definite. Therefore, the cost function is convex and a
global optimum can be determined.

C. The Time Constrained Minimum Variation Problem
The time constrained minimum variation problem involves the addition of an upper bound constraint on painting time. With the standard approxinlations for the
film thickness and a.vera.getl~icknessfunctions, the paintillg time is determined by the
product N A . The average thickness is also linearly proportional t o A (see Equation

45). Therefore A must first be scaled to satisfy the equality coilstraiilt on the average
film thickness. Then the inequality constraint on N A can be verified.
With the alternate approximation, the constraint on painting time has to be introduced explicitly in the quadratic pr0gra.m described in the previous section. Nevertheless, as an upper bound on painting time is also a linear constraint, the quadratic
structure of the program is not destroyed. The constra.int can be appended as an extra
row to the K and e matrices in Equation 56.

In this section, numerical solutions to the optimization problems developed in the
previous sections are derived by considering two different types of film accumulation
rate functions. The first type of film accumulation rate function used, called an infinite
range model, has the feature that it's value a.ctually goes t o zero only as the distance
between the applicator and the point on the surface tends to infinity. Examples of
this type are the bivariate Cauchy distribution considered in [I], and the bivariate
Gaussian distribution considered in [3]. The a.dvanta.ges of using these functions are:

(1) the surface integrals can be readily evaluated (thus saving some computation time);
and (2) the induced cost functions are quite smooth, which generally enhances the
convergence properties of most noilliilea,r progra.inming a.lgorithms.
The second type of film a.ccumulation rate function used, called a finite range

model, is a more a.ccurate indicator of actual film accumulation rates, as the film
accumulation rate function is zero for surface points that are outside a specific region
surrounding the applicator's position. Such models can be specified based on empirical
studies; a n example is the model considered in [5]. In most finite range models, the
integration of the film accumula.tion rate function must be done numerically, and the
associated cost functions are not as smooth as those generated by the infinite range
models. Thus, optimization studies involving these types of models tend to involve a
higher computational burden. The particu1a.r finite ra.nge model used in the simulations
is given in the next subsection, aad the siinulatioil results are summarized in the last
two subsections.
Although two types of film accumulatioil rate models are used, the main purpose
of the numerical studies is to illustrate the advantages of using the alternate formulation of over that of the standard formulation (described in Sections 111 and IV). The
advantages of the proposed approa.cl1are s h o ~ r nwith respect to both quality of results
and CPU time.

A. A Finite Range hfodel for th,e Film Accunzulation Rate Function
The model used for the rate of film a.ccumulation in the finite range case is as
described in [ 5 ] . The spra.y from the applicator is assumed to be shaped as a. cone,
and is symmetric about the axis of the nozzle. Within this spray cone, both the angle

77 from the central axis of the nozzle to the point on the surface and the height h of
the nozzle from the surface impa.ct the total rate of film accumulation at tha.t point
(for a given paint flow rate). In the silllulations presented, the applicator is kept at a
constant distance from the surface, thus, the value of the parameter h is a constant.
T h e film accumulatioil rate model at a. poillt on a flat pla.te at a height h from the tip

of the nozzle is proportional to

where q ( q ) is given by,

T h e parameter cu is the angle from the central axis of the nozzle to the inner spray
boundary and ,B is the angle from the central axis of the nozzle t o the outer spray
boundary. Both cu and ,O are a.ssumed to be known constants, whose values depend
on the particular characteristics of the a.pplicator. Further details regarding the model
are given in [5].

B. Comparitiue Optimization Studies
T h e optimization problems discussed in Sectioil IV are solved based on the bivariate
Cauchy distribution and the finite range film accumulation rate model presented above.
A flat panel of dimensions 5$ x 55 is used as the surface on which a specified average
thickness is to be achieved. T h e spray ~ > a r a n ~ e t ecur sand ,O of the finite range model are
chosen as 0.8 and 0.5, respectively, and the height of the applicator above the surface,

h , is unity. T h e a p p l i ~ a ~ t oisr assumed to traverse a path that lies on a plane above,
and parallel to, the panel. The analytical parameterization of the spatial path is given
in t h e Appendix. T h e spa.tia1 path is shown in Figure 3. A value of N = 74 was used
in all simulations.
The minimum time and milliilluin variation probleins a.re solved for this example
using the standard and alternake formulations. The standard formulation involves nonlinear programming methods for cletermiiliilg a solution, and the IMSL routine BCONF
[4] is used for this purpose. Tlle miiliinum time and minimum va.ria.tionproblems using

the alternate formulation require the use of linear and quadratic programming routines.
(Actually, as noted in the previous section, the minimum time solution is easily computed for the alternate formulation by finding the maximum element of the known
vector g . ) The minimum variation problem is solved for the alterna.te formulation
using the routine QPROG from the IhlSL libraries.
The quality of the results and the CPU times required by the two formulations are
outlined for comparison in Tables 1 and 2. The results of the simulation studies on the
infinite range film accumulation rate model are given in Table 1. The corresponding
results for the finite range model are given in Table 2. In hot11 tables, NP (for nonlinSimulation studies
Optimal Index
CPU Time

Minimum Time Minimum Variation
NP
NP
LP
QP
0.00159
4.84
4.84
0.00164
1262.2
12.35
3.65
37.59

Table 1: Comparison of solutions and CPU times for the infinite range film accuinulation rate model.

ear programming) refers to the solutions obtained through the standard formulation.
L/QP (for linear and qua.dratic programming) refers to the solutions of the alternate
formulation. The average thickness is constrained to be one unit in all cases. The total
painting time is the index in the minimum time problem, and the variation in film
thickness is the index in the minilnum variation problem. The CPU time is given in
seconds. All simulations were done on a Sun SPARCstation 5. For both the infinite
time solutio~isproduced
and finite range models (i.e., Tables 1 and 2), the ~nini~rlunl
by NP and LP correspond to the applicator being positioned at one location over the
entire time interval. As sta.ted in the previous section, although this is an impractical
solution, it does provide an absolute lower bound

011

painting time.

The characteristics of the solutions for the minimum variation problem produced
by NP and Q P for the finite range model axe distinct. To illustrate this distinction, the

Simulation studies
Optimal Index
CPU Time

Minimum Time Minimum Variation
LP
NP
NP
QP
15.94
0.1822
15.94 0.2899
2959.78 3.65 23679.9
63.73

Table 2: Comparison of solutions and CPU times for the finite range film accumulation rate model.

time profile solutions for the finite range case associated with NP and Q P are shown
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In addition to providing a superior performance
index, the Q P solution also has less abrupt changes than the NP solution (note the
abrupt changes in Figure 4 that occur around 9, 19 a,nd 31 units along the time axis).
Because the spatial path p(.) is parameterized by a.rc length, large accelerations in
$(t) correspond to large accelerations in the end-effector, which can be difficult to
implement in practice. For more details on trajectory implementation, refer to [6, 81.
The computational effort required to determine the time profiles through NP and
L/QP are also given in Tables 1 and 2. For the infinite range model, the time required
by the L/QP formulation is between one a.nd two orders of ma.gnitude less than that of

the NP formulation (Table I). The sa,vings in coinputational time of L/QP increases
to between two and three orders of ma.gnitude in the finite range model (Table 2).
The initial conditions used for the miniillurn time problem were based on an appropriate discretization of a "stationary" time profile (i.e., $(t) = 0). The initial conditions
used for the minimum va.riation problem were ba.sed on a.n a.ppropriate discretization
of a "constant speed" time profile (i.e., $(t) = (L/T)t). These initial conditions were
used because they were found to produce superior perforillance indices for the NP (i.e.,
standard) approaches.

C. Process Optimization Studies with the Alternate Formulation and th.e Finite Range
Model
To further illustrate the utility of the alternate formulation, two studies were conducted using the finite range model. The first study compares the performance of the
minimum time and minimum variation solutions, in terms of variation in film thickness
and total painting time. (For the minimum variation problem, no constraints were imposed on painting time.) The results of this study are summarized in Table 3. The
~ e r f o r m a n c eof a constant speed trajectory is also tabulated for comparison1. From

Type of s o l u t i o i ~ V a r i a t i o n
Minimum time
12.23
Constant speed
0.1901
0.1822
Minimum variation

Paiiltiilg t i i n e

15.94
28.19
39.98

Table 3: A comparison of minimum time, coilstailt speed, and miniinumvariation solutions (minimum
t,ime and minimum variation solut~ioilswere generat.ed by the alternate formulation).

Table 3, it is seen tha,t the minimum time solution ha.s the highest va.ria.tion in film
thickness of all the solutions. The constant speed solution has a better variation in
film thickness but requires more painting time. The trend continues for the minimum
variation solution, where the variation is the 1ea.st but the painting time is highest.
Note that no constraints were placed on the paintiilg time for this particular solution.
T h e average thickness is constrained to be unity for a.11 cases.
T h e second study, results of which a.re presented in Table 4, involves the comparison
of minimum variation solutions for the finite range model, with constraints imposed on
total time. Recall from Table 3 that the total painting time for the minimum variation

h he constant speed solutiol~corresponds to the case where equal units of t.ime are spent along each segment
of the spatial path. Thus, if the desired average t,hickness is H units, the time spent at each segment is given

solution is more than that of the constant speed solution by about 40%. In industrial
production lines, this difference may add up t o a significant amount of "excess" finishing
time. T h e motivation for imposing time constraints is to study the tradeoff between
painting time and quality, as measured by the variation in film thickness. Two cases
are presented in the study. First, the time taken for the constant speed case is used
as an upper bound for painting time. Second, the time bound is lowered, so that the
constant speed case is not a feasible solution.

I T y p e o f s o l u t i o n I V a r i a n c e I Paiiltiilg t i m e I

Constant speed
Minilnum va.ria.tion 1 0.1852

-

26

Table 4: Comparison of solutions generated by the alternate forillulation with constraints imposed on
painting time. All cases use the finite range film accumulation rate model.

Some intuition about the effect of applying a time constraint t o the miilimum variation problem is gained by comparing the unconstrained minimum variation solution
(Figure 5) t o the minimum vaxiation solution with a time constraint (Figure 6). For
the unconstrained case, the applica.tor spends a significant amount of time a t points
along the curved portions of the trajectory where the rate of film accumulation on the
surface is low. This is done in order to reduce the variation in film thickness near the
edges of t h e surface (the curved portions of the spatial path are not directly above
the plate). T h e time profile correspoilding to the ca.se where the painting time is constrained t o 26 units is shown in Figure 6. T h e variation in film thickness is better than
the constant speed time profile solution, and the painting time is less. For this case,
a constant speed solutioil is impossible (i.e., the co~lstantspeed solution requires more

than t h e allotted 26 units of time).

Preliminary work has been conducted for considering the case of curved surfaces.

A general model for the rate of film accumulation for curved surfaces is derived in [7].
Simulation studies based on this model are currently underway.

VI. C O NC LUS IO NS

A class of optimal trajectory ~laililing~ r o b l e i n shas been discussed with applications t o automated spray coating. Conveiltional formulations for these applications
generally yield nonlinear progra,nlniiilg problems that a.re coinputationally expensive.
T h e formulation developed in this paper is shown to yield linear or convex quadratic
programming problems. The solutioil procedures a,re evaluated through simulation
studies using two different models of film accumulation, and comparisons are made
with earlier work from the literature. In the siinulation studies, two separate optimization subroutines developed by IMSL Corpora.tion (one specifically for qua,dra.tic
programming problems, the other for general nonlinear programming problems) are
used. It is shown tha,t the quadratic progra.mming problem associated with the proposed approach can be solved up to three orders of magnitude faster than the general
nonlinear program required for the sta.ndard approach.

An analytic parameterization of the spatial path shown in Figure 3 is given in this

] ' , represents
appendix. The parameterization is of the form p = [ p x ( h ) , p y ( ~ )which
the x and y coordinates of the applicator. The parameterization is in terms of the arc
length, over the interval 10, L ] . The length of the path is denoted by L = 4!

+ y,

where, for the present study, ! = 5: and d = 1;. The expressions for p,(X) and py(X)
are defined by partitioning the interval [ O , 1 ] for X into seven subintervals as follows:

if ( ; ( 2 l + $) j X

P.(x) =

t

py(A)=
if ( i ( 2 e

< i ( 2 e+ n d ) )

C ~ S [ ~ ( Xi

+ $)) + f ]

+ f sin[y(X - ;(a!+

+ n d ) jX

< i(3P+ nd))

px(~=
) LA - 2e - ~ d

P,(X) = d

(2e

$ ) ) + %]
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Figure 1: T w o piece-wise constant approxiinatioils of a inoilotone function: (a) represents a constant
along the
width discretization along the time axis and (b) represents a constailt width di~cret~ization
spatial axis.

Figure 2: Non-monotone function used in the proof of Theorem 1.

Figure 3: T h e spatial p a t h chosen for the simulation studies conducted in this pa.per. T h e path is
used to traverse over a squa.re plate, indica.t,ed by the shaded a.rea.

Figure 4: T h e unconstrained minimum variation solt~tionfor the finite ra.nge film accumulation rate
model using the standard formulation. T h e solution was obtained by solving a nonlinear programming
problem.

Figure 5: T h e unconstrained miniml~mvariation solution for the finite range film accumulation rate
model using the alternate formulation. The solutioil was obta.ined by solving a quadratic programming
problem.

Figure 6: A minimum variation solution for the finite range film accu~~lulation
rate model with painting
time constrained to be less than or equal to 26 units. The a ~ n o u n of
t time spent a t the three curved
parts of the spatial path is reduced (compared to the uaconstrained case of Figure 5), but the amount
of time spent a t the other points are roughly the sa.me as the u~lco~lstrained
solution of Figure 5.

